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INTRODUCTION 
SENATOR FRED HARRIS 

• 

Twenty years ago a young reform Mayor of Minneapolis, burst onto the national scene at the Democratic National Convention with one of the memorable statements of our time -- a statement of such clear and compelling idealism that it shook the conscience of our nation. 

In the 20 years since, he has become United States Senator ... Majority Whip of the United States Senate .•• and Vice President. 

He has risen not because of any personal compromise. 

He has risen because he has never once lost the idealism .•. the basic humanity and personal integrity that have marked him as a true servant of his people. 

His record is unmatched in public life: A man so far ahead of his time that many of the bills he introduced in 1949 and 1950 have only become law in the last two Congresses. 

His initiatives have led to Medicare .•• to federal aid for education ... to the Alliance for Progress ••• to the Peace Corps ••. to Food for Peace ... to the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty and the establishment of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency •.• and to almost every major piece of civil rights legislation in our era. 

As Vice President, he has traveled across the world in sensitive diplomatic missions fundamental to our peace and security. 

And he has never once swerved from loyalty to his President ... to his party .•. to his country ... or to his ideals. 

I am honored to introduce a man whose time has come ... 

The Vice President and, the next President of the United States: Hubert Humphrey. 
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REMARKS 

VICE PRES I DENT HUBERT HUMPHREY 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

business ... America's business ... the Democratic 

Party's business . . . in that order. 

LThese priorities -- of freedom, country and party --

have guided me as I sought to 

reach an important personal decision. 

' Any man who has spent almost ~r years near 

the Presidenc1 as I havj must weigh carefully the 

implications of seeking an office that demands perhaps more 

judgment, wisdom and maturity than any single man possesses. - - -
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Yet any man who has spent his adult life in 

public servic7 as I hav~, also knows within himself that 

he must be wi IIi ng to give of himself when and where he 
'Ill& -.=.. ., 

feels he can best serve what he believes in., 

J And so -- facing the hard realities of the 

office ... yet knowing the potential for good which 

lies within it: I sha II seek the nomination of the 

Democratic Par:tY for the Presidency of the United States. 

L My credentials may be stated simply:~oving 
family . . . teacher . . . mayor of my city . . . Senator from 

my state ... Vice President of my country ... grateful 

husband and proud father ... believer in the American 

dream and the concept of human brotherhood. 
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LIn his address of almost four weeks ago 

President Johnson acted bravely and beyond all personal 

interest, to bring unity to America and peace to Southeast 

Asia. 

- / We do not yet know the outcome of the President's 

initiative for peace in Asia1 We are hopeful, but without 

illusion., Only time and events will give the answer. - -L We do know, however, that in our country a 

sense of balance has been restored. 

L. The Presiden) by his action, has given us 

all a chance to see ourselves and our country in 

proper perspective. 

L.when seen in that perspectiv_1 I believe Lyndon 

Johnson's Presidency will loom large in history for its 

dramatic leadership toward social progress ... human ..... 
opportunity and peace. . -
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L._rhe President's action has served to dramatize 

our most urgent r uirement: The unity of our people. 

Not unity at the expense of personal freedom .. 

Not at the expense of diversity. Not at the expense of dissent. 

For we do~ demand; nor should w~, an America 

of one mind. 1 

L We seek an America of one spirit.. 

L We seek an America able to preserve and nurture 

all the basic rights of free expression- yet able to reach 

across the divisions that today too often separate race from 

race, region from region, young from old, worker from 

scholar, rich from poor, 

L We ~ek an America able to do this in the higher 

knowledge that our goals and ideals are worth conciliation -
and personal sacrifice. 
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L For without unity, we shall begin to doubt 

not only ourselves but our goals and ideals. 

L With unity, I am convinced those goals and 

ideals can be achieved. 

Which brings me to the questions I have 

been asking myself. 

Lwhat do the times call for? 

~What are the possibilities of the future? 

~ How should I now proceed? 

The time has come to speak thoughts deeply 

felt, but not said often enoughJ by mi II ions of Americans. 

L The time has come to speak out on behalf of 

America -- not a nation that has lost its waY., but a restless 
... - '=- 7 -

people striving ~d a better way. 0 
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1 The time has come to put aside selfish ambit(pn 

and pettiness ... to forget old fears and ani mositie~--

and to bring forth tolerance . . . understanding ... 

and mutual trust. 

/.. The time has come to recognize that this nation 

has more strength than weakness . . . more ~e than 

deseai r . . . more fa.llh than ~~ubt -- and that we have 

more chance than any nation in previous hi story to ~d~ ---- -..... 
the problems we face. 

L The time has come for those who share a deep 

and abiding belief in the purposes and potentialities of 

this nation to say: I love my country .• 
.....-L The time has come to express a New American 

Patriotism., 
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Not a patriotism expressed alone in flags or 

parades, but in a wi IIi ngness to get down to the hard, 

tiring, endless work that every generation before us has ........ 
paid out to keep alive the vision of what America can beJ 
---r~ ' L The time has come, in short, to reaffirm ~ce 
more that we can do whatever we must do to carry forth 
~ 

the unfinished and peacefu I American revolution. -
L And, then, the question of our vision, 

Lu we can mobilize the human resources to bring 

unity among ourselves, what are the possibilities? 

/.. I '!lie~ this nation can finally 

break across the threshold of what no previous society has 

ever · achieved -- the building of a social order of both 

freedom and compassion, of both enterprise and peace .• 
- a • 4 
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(1 believe we can fina!Jy ~te a nation where 

human equality and human opportunity not only exist 

side-by-sid1 but nourish and re-inforce each other ... 

where every citizen may participa~, on equal term~ in 

every aspect of being and doing that relates to self-respect., - -L I !l§lie~e we can mak~ and order not only 

compatible with justice and human progress -- but their 

u nfli nchi ng guardians .• 

L I beli eye we can build cities and neighborhoods 
• c 

where~ our citizens may walk together in safety and in 

pride ... and in a spirit of true community .. 

( l_beli eve we can and ~st maintain the strength 

needed to protect our national security and to meet our 

international commitments. 

L.J. believe, too, in the practical possibilities of eeace, 
• 
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/..J believe that free men, through the 

exercise of their own wi II can narrow the dangerous 

gap between the rich nations and the eoor ... can end 
a 

the scourge of hunger ... can slow down and halt the 

spiraling arms race . . . can treat and reduce the 

basic causes of tension and conflict in the world. 
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L I believe tha) through our leadersh$ we 

can strengthen the United Nations and other international 

institutions and make them real, everyday forces for peace• 
• 

LAnd I believe that this s~g1, rich1 idealistic 

nation can help to create a broader world society in which 

human values may one day ruJe supreme. 

I mean a world society, of independent and 

free nation states, where the individual -- and not the 

institution --comes first. 

{. I mean a world society where every child's 

tutu re lies open ahead ... where he can be a free man and 

answer ultimately to no one but his God and his conscience. • -
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~is what I believe 'America can help 

achieve -- if we wi II only remember who and what we 

are . . . and why this country came into being . . . and 

what it is we really set out to do.., 

'-.1 know the limitations of such a testament -- that it 

says more of ideals than practicalities, and more of !!aurposes 

than ~ and means. 

I.Jhere is nothing here of dollar balances ... of 

inflationary pressures ... tight money ... loose morals ... 

farm policy or labor laws . . . conservation . . . housing ... 

health ... social security ... jobs . .. and a great deal 

more of infinite importance. 

/.. rv:;;.st of my time for the past quarter century has 

gone into working~t these problems.~ know them., And I 

have some ideas about how they may be challenged• During -
my campaign, I shall express those ideas .• 
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But today, I thought we would do well to 

begin by looking at the stars. 

L For there is guidance in the pursuit of great 
9 F 

ideals) and energy in the pursuit of great ideas.1 = ~ . (~) 
L No~ to the business of getting elected,\ ' 

The people who voted for me as Vice President 

had every right to expect a full four years' service in 

that office. 

Thus, in the weeks ahead, I shall continue to 

fulfill to the best of my abilities the duties of my office. 

I shall, as the President has, observe the 

absolute priority of peace over politics. 

I sha II do my utmost to contribute to a broad 

national dialogue -- devoted not to personalities, but to 

issues -- which may at once benefit ... educate and 

inform both the American people and the Democratic Party. 
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L For 19!8 is not the year for frenzied or inflammatory 

rhetoric, or for finding scape9£ats for our problems0 It is - ' a year for common sense. I 
~---------------· Lit is a time requiring maturity, __ __ 

responsibility. ~Mf'J::/21 1,-/,J,- ..,. ... _....._•.,.. .... 
L I will resist the temptation to deceive either the 

people or myself.L I have been too close to the Presidency 

to believe that the solutions are simple and the answers 

.ea ~. 

LWhat concerns me is not just winning the ..... -- --how 
nomination, but/it is won . ..,. 

Lrhe man who wins the nomination must be 

able to unite hi s party. 

L The man w~o unites his ~rty must be able to~~ 
govern his nation. 

" I intend to figh~d for the nominatio:/ but 

do not intend to divide either my party or my nation• 
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L In this effort I shall do my best~ And 1 ask 

no less of those who wi II join me.., 

LFor democracy is only what democracy gets done. 

L... We don't get what we stand for J...!e get what f 

we earn and work for. 

L1 n full knowledge of the challenges that lie 

within both the campaign and the office ... I enter this 

course with a determination to win. 

LAnd I shall base everthi ng I do on one 

conviction: That this countr~ working in a spirit of 

~J can overcome any obstacle in finally realizing 

the fu II ness of freedo) tDe prize of peace, and the 

happiness of human opportunity -- here and in the 

world. 

• 
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"The future has several names. 

For the weak, it is the impossible. 

For the faint-hearted, it is the unknown. 

For the thoughtful and va.liant, it is ideal. 

The Challenge is Urgent. 

The Task is Large. 

The Time is Now' " 
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HHH WASHINGTON DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY FOR 
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION 

Thank yo~, thank you, Senator Harris. How can I s ay thank you 

any more sincerely than to say that my heart runneth over with 

gratitude and appreciation of a friend, and thank you, Senator 

Mondale; thank you my champion. Thank you, you two co-chairman 

for the brilliant leadership you have given all of us, that you 

have given Congress that symbolizes and representes our country. 

I am so proud of my co-chairmen and our committee and every 

person in this gathering today. Thank you. (applause) 

And here we are, just as we ought to be, here we are, the 

people, here we are the spirit of dedication, here we are the 

way politics ought to be in America, the politics of happiness, 

politics of purpose, politics of joy; and that's the way it's 

going to be, all the way, too, from here on out. (applause) 

My fellow Americans, we're Lere today on important business, 

freedom's business, American's business, the Democratic Party's 

business, and in that order. These priorties of freedom, country, 

- and party have guided me as I have sought to reach an important 

personal decis i on. Any man who has had the privilege of spending 

almost twenty years near the President and the Presidency as I 

have,must weigh very carefully the implications of seeking aB 

office that demands perhaps more judlj.ent, wisdom, and maturi L:.y 

than any single man possesses. Yet any man Xwho has spent a 
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lifetime, at least who has spent his adult life in public service, 

also knows within himself that he must be willing to give of 

himself~ when and where he feels he can best serve what he believes 

in. And so my friends and fellow Americans, facing and knowing 

the hard realities of the office, yet also knowing the potential 

for good which lies within it, -I shall seek the nomination of 

the Democratic Party ( applause) 

(We want Humphrey ••• ) Like it or not, you have him. Yes, 

as I said, I shall seek the nomination of the Democratic Party 

for the Presidency of the United States. My credentials, well, 

they may be stated rather simply: of a loving family; teacher; 

mayor of my city; senator from my state; vice-president of my 

country; grateful husband; proud father; believer in the 

American Dream-tlje concept of human brotherhood. (Applause) 

In his address of almost four weeks ago, President Johnson 

acted bravely and beyond all personal interest to bring unity 

to American and to bring peace to Southeast Asia. We do not yet 

know the outcome of the initiative for peace in Asia. But we 

are hopeful, but without illusion--only time and events will 

give the answer. We do know, however, that in our country, a 

sense of balance has been restores. We know the President by 

his action, has given us all a chance to see ourselves and our 

country in proper perspective. And when seen in that perspec-

tive, I believe Lyndon Johnson*s presidency will loom large in 
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history for its dramatic leadership towards social progress, human 

opportunity, and peace. (applause) 

The President's action has served to dramatize our most urgent 

requirement-the unity of our people.-not unity at the expense of 

personal freedom, not at the expense of diversity, not at the 

expense of dissent, or we do ~~i not demand, nor should we, an 

America of one mind. What we seek is an America of one spirit. 

(applause) 

We seek an America able to preserve and nurture all the basic 

rights of free expression, yet able to reach across the divisions 

that too often separate race frnm race, region from region, young 

from old, worker from scholar, rich from poor. We seek an 

American able to do this in the higher knowledge that our goals 

and ideals are worthy of concilliation and personal sacrifice. 

For !_without unity, we shall begin to doubt not only ourselves, 

but our goals and ideals. With unity, I am convinced these 

go<U s and ideals can be achieved, which brings me to the ques

tions I have been asking m11self : What do :1_ these times call for? 

What are the possibilities of the future? And how should I now 

proceed? 

Well, the time has come to speak thoughts deepl¥ felt, but not 

often said by millions of Americans. The time has come to speak 

out on behalf of America, not a nation that has lost its way, 

but a restless people, a great nation, striving to find a better 

way (applause) 
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The time has come to put aside selfish ambition and pettiness, 

to forget old fears, and animosities, and to bring forth from 

our midst tolerance, understanding, and mutual trust. The 

time has come to recognize that this nation has more strength 

than weakness, more hope than despair, more faith than doubt, 

that we have more chance than any nation in previous history 

to master the problems that we face. The time has come for 
~~ 

those who~ share a deep and abiding Ain the purpose and 

potentialities of this nation to say: I love my country. (applause) 

Yes, the time has come to express in our way ana our time a 

new American patriotism; not a patriotism expressed alone in 

flags, but in a willingness to get down to the higher, hard, 
~d/tss 

tiring~ wWr.k that every generation before us has paid out to keep 

alive the vision of what America can do. The time has come, in 

s h ort, to reaffirm once more, that we can do whatever we must do 

to carry forth the unfinished, peaceful American revolution. 

(applause) 

And then comes the question of our vision: What is it? What 

shall it be? If we can mobolize the human resources to bring 

unity among ourselves, what are the possiblities? Let me state 

them as I see them: I believe this nation can finally break 

across the threshold of what no previous society has ever dared 

dream or achieve--the building of a social order of both freedom 

and compassion,of both enterprise and peace. I believe we can 



finally create a nation where human equality and human opportunity 

not only exist side by side, but nourish and reinforce each other; 

where every citizen may participate, on equal terms, in every 

aspect of being and doing that which relates to self-respect. 

(applause) I believe we can make law and order not only compat

ible with justice and human progress, but their unflinching 

guardians. (applause) I believe that we can build cities and neigh-

borhoods where all our citizens may walk together in safety and 

in pride and the spirit of trne community. (applause) 

I believe we can, and I know we must, maintain the strength 

needed to protect our own national security and to meet our 

international committments. (applause) 

But I believe, too, in the practical possibilities of peace; 

I believe that free men, through the exercise of their own will, 

can narrow the dangerous gap btween the rich nations and the poor, 

can even end the surge of hunger, can slow down t and halt the 

dangerous spiriling arms race, and can treat and reduce th~asic 

causes of tension and conflict in the world. I believe that 

through our leadership, we can strengthen the United Nations and 

other international institutions and make them real, everyday 

forces for peace. (appluase) 

Yes, I believe that this strong, rich, and idealistic nation 

of ours can help to create a broader world society in which human 

values will one day rule supreme. And I mre.n a world society of 
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indepen~ent and free nations, where the individual and not the institution 

or the party comes first. I mean a world society where a child ' s future 

lies open ahead and where he can be a free man and answer ultimately to no 

one but to God and to his conscience (applause) . 

A dream, yes , a hope , yes , because America is both a dream and a hope 

for ourselves and for others . All of this is what I believe our America 

can help achieve. If we will only remember who and what we are , and why 

this country came into being , and what it is we really set out to do. Now, 

I know, full well , the limitations of such a testament. I know that is 

says more of ideals than it does of practicalities , and more of high pur

poses than ways and means . This I know. There is nothing here that I have 

~said of dollar balances , or inflationary pressures , tight money , loose 

morals , farm policy or labor laws , conservation , housing , health , social 

security , jobs, and a great deal more of infinite importance . In fact, mas t 

of the time , of my time for the past quarter century , has gone into working 

at these problemp ; I know them. (applause) I know them and I have some 

ideas about how they can be challenged , and during the coming months in my 

campaign and your campaign I shall express these ideas . But today, I thought 

we would do well to begin this great pursuit and venture , this cause that is 

ours , to begin by looking at the stars , for , my friends, there is guidance 

in the pursuit of great ideals and energy in the pursuit of great ideas. 

(applause) 

And now to the business of getting elected. Let me share idth you my 

thoughts : The people who voted for me for Vice-President have every right~ 

to expect a full four-year seYVice in that office . Thus in the weeks ahead , 

I want you to know that I shall place high priorty upon that call to service 

and I shall continue to fulfill, to the best of m~abilities , the duties of 

my office , and the responsibilities ~~ that have been placed upon me . I 

shall , as the President ha s , observe the absolute pri ority of peace over 

politics . (applause) 
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I shall do my utmost to contribute to a broad reasoned national dialogue, 

devoted not to personalities , but to issues which may at once benefit , edu-

cate, . and inform the American peop~e and the Democratic Party. For 1968 , 

this year , is not the year for frenzied or inflammatory rhetoric, nor is it 

the year for searching out , and seeking and finding scapegoats for our problems. 

I submit that 1968 is the year for common sense to the American people (appause). 

It is a time requiring every person , in every post , in every area of 

leadership , maturity , restraint, and responsiblitiy. And it should be a 

time of great confidnece , and above all , m~friends , a time for public 

happiness in this nation. (applause) 

So you may understand the ground rules of my effort , I will resist the 

temptation , and successfully so , to deceive either the people or myself. I 

have been too close to the Presidency to believe that the solutions to our 

complex and difficult problems are either simple or easy and I know the 

answers do not come quickly. But what concerns me is not just winning the 

nomination , but how it is to be won. (applause) 

The man who wins the nomination must be able , first, to unite his 

party . The man who unites his party must be able , above all to unite and 

govern his nation. You can rest assured that I intend to ¢ fight hard 

and clean for the nomination (applause). But I do not , and will not, 

divide either my party or my country. In this great effort, I shall do 

my best and I ask no less of those who join me. 

For democracy is only what democracy gets done ; we don ' t get just 

what we stand for , we get what we earn and what we work for. In the full 

knowledge of all the challenges that lie ahead within both the campaings 

and in the high office, I enter this course with a resolved and a determin~on 

to win. (applause) And I shall make everything that I do on one conviction: 

that this country , we the people of these United States , working in a spirit 

of unity , can overcome any obstacle, finally realizing the fullness of 



freedom, the prize of peace, and the happiness of human opportunity, both 

here and in the world. My fellow Americans , we are the people of today; 

we are the people of tomorrow , and it is to the future lhat He look and 

lie aspire. And I found some words that told me exactly what I want to tell 

you; you ' ll find them inscribed in great literature. The future has 

several names: for the weak it is impossible,for the faint-hearted it is 

the unknown, for the thoughtful and the valiant it is ideals. The challenge 

is urgent , the task is large, the time is now -- on to victory! (applause) 
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April 30, 1968 

Dear Fellow Democrat: 

Enclosed is a copy of my announcement of candidacy 
for the Democratic Presidential nomination. In it 
I have tried to set forth the broad directions and 
spirit in which I hope to conduct my campaign. 

I solicit your help - I welcome your participation. 
I am already heartened by the support and 
encouragement I have received from so many of 
the leaders and members of the Democratic Party in 
Colorado. The progressive, dynamic idealism of 
your organization makes this support particularly 
meaningful. 

I look forward to working with you in meeting the 
challenges which lie before us this summer and fall. 

Sincerely, 



OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 

REMARKS OF VICE PRESIDENT HUBERT H. HUMPHREY 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
APRIL 27 I 1968 

FOR RELEASE 

ON DELIVERY 
1:00 PM EST 

We a re here today on business: Freedom's business .•. America's 
business .•• the Democratic Party's business •.• in that order. 

These p riorities -- of freedom, country and party have guided 
me ove r the past number of days as I sought to reach an important 
personal decision. 

Any man who has spent almost four years near the Presidency, as 
I have , must weigh carefully the implications of seeking an office 
that d emands perhaps more judgment, wisdom and maturity than any 
single man possesses. 

Yet any man who has spent his adult life in public service, as I 
have , also knows within himself that he must be willing to give of 
himsel f when and where he feels he can best serve what he believes in. 

And s o - - facing the hard realities of the office ••• yet knowing 
the potential for good which lies within it: I shall seek the nomina
tion of the Democratic Party for the Presidency of the United States. 

~u
y credentials may be stated simply: loving family ••• teacher • 

mayor of my city ••• Senator from my state •.• Vice President of 
my country ••• grateful husband and proud father •.. believer in 
the Ame r ican dream and the concept of human brotherhood. 

* * * 
In his address of almost four weeks ago President Johnson acted 
brave ly and beyond all personal interest, to bring unity to America 
and peace to Southeast Asia. 

We do not yet know the outcome of the President's initiative for 
peace i n Asia. We are hopeful, but without illusion. Ortly time 
and events will give the answer. 

We do know, however, that in our country a sense of balance has been 
restore d . 

The President, by his action, has given us all a chance to see 
ourselves and our country in proper perspective. 
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When seen in that perspective, I believe Lyndon Johnson's Presidency will loom large in history for its dramatic leadership toward social progress .human opportunity and peace. 
The President's action has served to dramatize our most urgent requirement: The unity of our people. -Not unity at the expense of personal freedom. Not at the expense of diversity. Not at the expense of dissent. 
For we do not demand, nor should we, an America of one mind. -We seek an America of one spirit. ---We seek an America able to preserve and nurture all the basic rights of free expression -- yet able to reach across the divisions that today too often separate race from race, region from region, young from old, worker from scholar, rich from poor. 

We seek an America able to do this in the higher knowledge that our goals and ideals are worth conciliation and personal sacrifice. 

For without unity, we shall begin to doubt not only ourselves but our goals and ideals. 

With unity, I am convinced those goals and ideals can be achieved. 

Which brings me to the questions I have been asking myself. 
What do the times call for? 

What are the possibilities of the future? 

How should I now proceed? 

* * * 
The time has come to speak thoughts deeply felt, but not said often enough, by millions of Americans. 

ju
~he time has come to speak out on behalf of America -- not a nation that has lost its way, but a restless people striving to find a better way. 
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The time has come to put aside selfish ambition and pettiness .to forget old fears and animosities, where they exist, and to bring forth tolerance •.. understanding ••. and mutual trust. 

The time has come to recognize that this nation has more strength than weakness . . .more hope than despair . • .more faith than doubt -- and that we have more chance than any nation in previous history to cope with the problems we face. 

The time has come for those who share a deep and abiding belief in the purposes and potentialities of this nation to say: I love my country. 

The time has come to express a New American Patriotism. 

Not a patriotism expressed alone in flags or parades, but in a willingness to get down to the hard, tiring, endless work that every generation before us has paid out to keep alive the vision of what America can be. 

The time has come, in short, to reaffirm once more that we can do whatever we must do to carry forth the unfinished and peaceful American revolution. 

* * * 
And, then, the question of our vision. 

If we can mobilize the human resources to bring unity among ourselves, what are the possibilities? 

I believe this nation and people can finally break across the threshold of what no previous society has ever achieved the building of a social order of both freedom and compassion, of both enterprise and peace. 

~I believe we can finally create a nation where human equality \ and human opecrtunity not only exist side-by-side, but nourish and re-inforce each other •.. where every citizen may participate, on equal terms, in every aspect of being and doing that relates to self-respect. 
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I believe we can make law and order not only compatible with justice and human progress -- but their unflinching guardians. 
I believe we can build cities and neighborhoods where all our citizens may walk together in safety and in pride.-.-.and in a spirit of true community. 

I believe~ too~ in the practical possibilities of peace. 

I believe that free men~ through the exercise of their own will, can narrow the dangerous gap between the rich nations and the poor ... can end the scourge of hunger ... can slow down and h81t the spiraling arms race ... can treat and reduce the basic causes of tension and conflict in the world. 

I believe that~ through our leadership~ we can strengthen the United Nations and other international institutions and make t~m real, everyday forces for peace. 

And I believe that this strong, rich~ idealistic nation can help to create a broader world society in which human values may one day rule supreme. 

I mean a world society~ of independent and free nation states, where the individual -- and not the institution -- comes first. 
I mean a world society where every child's future lies open ahead ... where he can be a free man and answer ultimately to no one but his God and his conscience. 

That is what I believe this America can help achieve --if we will only remember who and what we are ... and why this country came into being ... and what it is we really set out to do. 

I know the limitations of such a testament -- that it says more of ideals than practicalities, and more of purposes than the duller ways and means. 

There is nothing here of dollar balances ... of inflationary pressures ... tight money ... loose morals ... farm policy or labor laws ... conservation ... housing ... health ... social security ... jobs ... and a great deal more of infinite importance. 
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Most of my time for the past quarter century has gone into 

r orking at these problems. I know them. And I have some deas about how they may be challenged. During my campaign, I shall express those ideas. 

But today, I thought we would do well to begin by looking at the stars. 

For there is guidance in the pursuit of great ideals, and energy in the pursuit of great ideas. 

* * * 
Now, to the business of getting elected. 

The people who voted for me as Vice President had every right to expect a full four years' service in that office. 
Thus, in the weeks ahead, I shall continue to fulfill to the best of my abilities the duties of my office. 

I shall, as the President has, observe the absolute priority of peace over politics. 

I shall do my utmost to contribute to a broad national dialogue -- devoted not to personalities, but to issues <which may at once benefit ..• educate and inform bo t h the American people and the Democratic Party. 

For 1968 is not the year for frenzied or inflammatory rhetoric, or for finding scapegoats for our problems. It is a year for common sense. 

I will resist the temptation to deceive either the people or myself. I have been too close to the Presidency to believe that the solutions are simple and the answers easy. 

What concerns me is not just winning the nomination, but how it is won. 

The man who wins the nomination must be able to unite his party. 

The man who unites his party must be able to govern his nation. 
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I intend to fight hard for the nomination, but I do not 
intend to divide either my party or my nation. 

In this effort I shall do my best. And I ask no less of 
those who will join me. 

For democracy is only what democracy gets done. 

We don't get what we stand for. We get what we earn and 
work for. 

In full knowledge of the challenges that lie within both 
the campaign and the office ... I enter this course with a 
determination to win. 

And I shall base everything I do on one conviction: That 
this country, working in a spirit of unity, can overcome 
any obstacle in finally realizing the fullness of freedom, 
the prize of peace, and the happiness of human opportunity 
here and in the world. 

###### 
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Hy fellow Americans: 

I intend to seek the nomination of the Democratic 

Party for the Presidency of the United States. 

Virtually all my professional life has been spent in 

public service-- public service at the community level··as }~ay- .... 

or of Minneapolis, at the state level as Senator from Minne -

sota, at the national level as Vice President. 

Ny decision to run, obviously, is directly related to 

President Lyndon B. Johnson's decision not to seek re-election. 

I am roud to have been associated with President Johnson and 

. his a ministration. The past four years have been years of 

chall nge and trial for the American people but they have also 

'• .' 

"'· 

·f 
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been years of surging, exciting growth. 

In terms of legislation directed to the making of a better 

· .. 
Am.c rica , it is difficult to think of any four-year period in our history 

/ 

that can show more promise translated into actual progress. 

I have served as President Johnson's lieutenant during this 

period. I have attempted to carry out to the best of my ability every 

assignment given me -- helping to get vital legislation through the 

Congress, undertaking missions 1n search of peace to all parts 'of 

the world, participating in the work of the National Security Council. 

In seeking the Presidency ·of the United States, however, I do 

so not as a lieutenant but as an elected official with a long record 

of public service, and with a program of his own. 
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Nothing that I say, therefore, ~~t~~ the present 

..... 
eo--~ 

Administration. Everything I say ~~=-~~ me. 

I have never been more hopeful, more confident, about - ~ 

the American people and their future than I am now . 

I believe this nation and this people are involved in 

an adventure in creative growth and progress that will have 

enduring meaning--for ourselves and for all mankind . 

I believe that peace is possible --in Vietnam and in the 

rest of the world . 

I believe we can bring th~ world arms race under control. 

I believe we can help make 'of the United Nations an organiza-

tion strong enough to carry the hopes of the world's peoples 

lasting peace under law . 

I believe it is possible to develop the world's resources 

I " 
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for the world 1 s good. I believe it is possible to end the scourge of 

hunger in the world and to deal with basic causes of tension and 

conflict. 
..... 

I believe it is possible for freedom to win the war of ideas 

in the world -- whether the opponent is the Soviet Union or 

Communist China or any other totalitarian ideology. But the impor -

tant thing here is that the weapons will not be guns or bombs but 

ideas -- and victory will be measured not by destruction but by human 

progress . 

And I believe, most profoundly of all, that we can create here 

in America not just a Great Society but a Humane Society, a society 

in which human values are supreme, a society of. opportunity, a 

society of justice for all our citizens. 

I intend tonight to tell you why I believe all thi-s is possible. 

I intend to tell you what I would do as President to help advance the 

goals of a Humane Society. 

But first I want to make known my high admiration for Senator 

. 

Eugene M cC a rthy and Senator Robert Kennedy. It is a .tribute to the 

Democratic Party that it can offer men of such c apacity and courage 

to the Arne ric an electorate . 
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I have known Eugene HcCarthy since our school days. 

proud to c~ll him a friend. He is a man of high in-

telligence and integrity. The people of Hinnes ota have been 

well served by Eugene IvicCarthy . He is entitled, on the basis 

of his achievements in government, to seek the highest office 

in the land. 

I have similar high regard for Robert Kennedy~ 
A .n. 

-; s Attor-

ney General and as Senator from New York, he has demonstrated 

tho highest qualities of public service . He does full justice 

to a great American name. 

Anyone who expects me to try to adv~nce my cause by tear-

ing these two men down couldn~t be making a greater mistake. 

And I want to make this clear: I am not running a gai ns t any-
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·one in my bid for the De~ocratic nomination. I intend to 

run·on the strength of my owri record and on the strength of 

my own program for America. 

I 1d like to talk now about the two m6st important issues 

before the American people . As the campaign develops, I will 

speak ab out the full range of problems affecting the well-bein~ 

of this nation . Tonight, however, I want to talk about just 

if? u·.;~ 
two problems . 

The first of these 

~-
problems is to create 

A 
just one class 

of citizenship in the United States--to do it swiftly,and 

without riots or violence. 

The second of these problems is to end the war in Vietnam 

and then go beyond Vietnam to attack the basic causes of war 

itse~f and make this earth safe and fit for the ~u~an race. 

Let me begin with the first problem--the nee4 for social 

justice for all Americans . 

,. "' . ~ ..... · .. 
· , 
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.:. f ew weeks a £;0, in Atlanta, I stood by the side of 

a wife and mother who, perhaps more than any single other 

i~erican, is entitled to speak about the need for peaceful 

change in this nation. Her name, of course, is Coretta King, 

the widow of Dr. Hartin Luther King, Jr. 

What she said in. Atlanta that day can serve as the basis 

for the most magnificent advance yet experienced by ~~~ society 

on earth. She spoke of Hartin Luther King's dream for an Amer- . 

ica that .places p~oper value on the gift of life and on the 

worth of all its citizens, black and white . Her conviction--

which was Dr . King's conviction--is that this dream must be-

l . 

I 

come l eality in our time . 

I Anyone who was in Atlanta that day will never forget 

Coret ~a King's testament--the testament of a wcma~cse over-' 

\'/helml ng personal grief cannot deflect her from ~~ biggest 

,-...,. 
miss ' on in~ life --to keep alive and vibrant Martin Luther 

King {s chall~nge to every individual !~erican-- the· ct allenge 
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of peaceful change and the making of a 1r.ore decent society, 

a mor~ compassionate society, a more responsible society. 

V/hen I t·~J.k about peaceful change, I do not mean insig-

nificant change or routine change. 

Neither am I talking about casual commitments to great 

goals . 

I am talkins about the need for far - reaching change a:r..d 

for enduring commitments to the goal for a renewed America. 

I am talking about rebui~ding our cities . I al:l talking 

about 1the end of the ghe.tto. I am talking about new housing, 

schools, hospitals, libraries, playgrounds, community centers. 
i 

! 
I 

I \am talking about new job opportunities. 

I am talking about vital health services. 

I am talking about the importance of human respect and 

9ride. 

. ... 

·---------------T:---.~ . .,..._..,.,... ________ _ 
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Let me say here that I don't think the conventional idea 

of integration is good enough. 

Certainly we must push ahead with. integration, but integ-

ration must never mean 1~subordination. The purpose of integ-

ration should to enable a man to find himself, not to lose him-

self. He must be respected forwhat he is, black or white, 

&... 
and not becoL'le faceless in ti'fG- crowd. 

Integration is not just an opportunity for a black man 

to work for a white man. It must mean that a black man can 

have his own business--whether we are talking about a grocery 

store or a department store or a bank or a factory. 

i 
\ 

In our society the freedom to work goes along with the 
I 

\ 
,\ 

opport~nity to own. Obviously, ownership of important enter-

,. _';; • 
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p 1ises cann\pt be had for the asking. People need capital. 

Thr must be tra~::ed. But most of all they must have the oppor-

I 
turiity to own. 

I 
American business and government can help make loans avail-

able and thus create enlarged opportunities for business owner-

ship by Negroes. 

If we want the American Negro to feel fully connected to 

a free America he must be free to play an important tole in 

it; he must be free to mru~e his full contribution to it; he must 

be free to come into full possession of his abilities. 

Franklin D. Roosevelt never ~aited for the United States to 

outgrow . the depr~ssion. He knew that action was required. He 

believed that history is what men want it to be. He believed 
I 
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that A~ericans had the opportunity and therefore the obligation 

to change their country for the better. And because . he wouldn't 

accept the notion that unemployment was beyond the reach of 

human intelligence, he helped create all sorts of new econocic 

programs-- P.I70grams for farms ·and factories and for sr:1all bus-

inesses--programs that enabled men to rebuild their enterprises 

or farms or start up new ones . 

i 
I want to see ample funds made available to help qualified 

I 
Negro Americans hold the highest positions in industry and gov-

' I 
' ernment and to become important proprietors in American business. 

I 
I 

I 
~ believe we should help train them to be enterpreneurs. 
I, 

The sar:1e is true of the professions . Men may have the finest 

professional training in the world--whether as lawyers or ~o-et ors 
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or scientists or educators -- but they must have the opportunity to use 

those skills productively . 

This is wha't•I mean when I say that integration is not enough. All 

--white and black-- should have access to the good things of 

They should know fulfillment and joy. They should be able to walk 

m ride and respect in their communities . 

\ 

I wat;lt to talk now about education. 
I 

The first test of a nation is how it educates its children. Let 
I 

us fp.ce it: we are short- changing millions of our young children. Our 
I 

l 

schools are overcrowded; many of our teachers are overworked and 

unde paid. 

No wonder that so many teachers find their jobs almost beyond 

human endurance. 

As a former teacher myself, I should like to talk about the 

difficult and sometimes impossible conditions in many of our 
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bi g ci ty schools. 

Just having an integrated school doesn't by itself make 

for a satisfactory education. You can't expect to put something in 

t h e mi 1d of a child who comes to school with an empty stomach. 

You can't expect a child to grow up in a neighborhood 

atmospliilere of struggle and violence and not be affected by it . 
! 

You can't expose a child to an environment of insecurity and 

I 
t e nsion and expect him to concentrate in the classroom. Many 

thousands of our c hildren lack the emotional and physical 

stamina that the learning process requires. 

The problem is not just what happens in the school but 
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I 

wt t happens in the community and the home. It is a basic 

pr blem and cannot be met by once - over- lightly upproactes • 

.... . 
It is the preble~ of poor food, poor housing, congestion, 

I • I) 
1)-Y"'....P~~ 

finally, explosion. 
A te t ion, and, 

1 
The answer here is not to shut down schools inside the 

I 
ghettoes, but to open the eyes . and the consciences of the white 

~ar.,~ community ." Cucation is ·only a reflection of what is right or 

wrong with the neighb orhood itself. Good neighborhoods and 

poor salaries don 1 t go together . When we get at the basic 

problems of the ghetto, we will lay the foundation for good. 

schools. 

The same is true of housing. 

There is no point in talking ~bout ~pen housing unless 
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we are prepared to t a lk about an open economy. 

There is something else. 

Of all the rights of ~an, no single right is more i mportant , 

more fundamental, and more essential than the right to be ~ 

respected because a man belongs to the human race. 

\'le are going to build . a Great Society. a ....-,:t;:::.::.v;:oe 

are also going to build a Humane Society. By a 

umane Society, I amm thinking not just of sympathy and welfare. 

\. 
I am. thinking of attitudes and human values--the value we place 

I. 

I 
I 

on life; our awareness of the fragility of life; our determination 

. (!.... 

to prot~ life against abuse and indignity. 

I don't believe we should use up all our moral and physical 

onorgy in hunJwringlng ovor whQt io likely to hn ppon thic cummor 
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o fall. 

Let's put all that energy to work now--right now--in 

bringing social justice to life. 

The black co~~unity should have a far larger role than 

it now has in the operation of the machinery of law and order. 

Law and order will prevail--make no mistake about it; 

but it must not be law and order carried out along color lines. 

It must not be one wall of color trying to contain another. 

The black community needs protection against rioting and 

violence no less than does the white . And the black community 

today is ready to play its full role in furnishing whatever 

police and auxiliary units may be required to insure orderly 

I 

I 
conditions in their communities. 
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We must move now--imaginatively, swiftly--to give Negroes 

a major share in the protection of their neighborhoods. 
""• 

- Again, let me make clear, with all the emphasis at my 

command, that we are not going to build a Humane Society just 

by quelling outbreaks. 

We have got to fix our gaze on the quality of life in 

Ameica . This is where our real security begins. 

Self-respect and human dignity are impossible-unless a 

man is free. 

Freedom is possible only under lavr. 

I 
J~stice--social justice--cannot exist without law. 

I 

S?cial justice is not complicated. What it me 3 ns is that 

a man s entitled to basic decencies • 
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It means a man can have co~fide~ce in his government 

!. ' 
""~:;...Jr:.~ "~~ 

to s;.ea_,.t.ha·t.....he-ge.t..s a square deal in life, and that he won •t 
..... .. 

be pushed around or y~cked around . 

Ic thio kind of confiden ce juctifiod? 

Of course it is . 

Wherever I have gone in this country, I have found deter-

mination and indeed an eagerness to mru<e one class of citizenship 

a reality. 

Everywhere I have found individuals v1ho ask: 

11 \'lha t can I do '?'' 

No longer do they ask only what someone else is goin~ 

to do. Now the question is put exactly as it has to be: 

11 What can I do? 11 
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Increasingly, people are answe ring this question by 

realizin_g that <J-.i3 individuals they hold a large part of the 

answer. 

If you are a businessman, you can employ more blacks --

even if it means you have to help train them. 

If you belong to a labor union, see to it that Negroes 

can get in. 

Wherever you live, you can work for open housing. 

Whatever you do, you can work for better schools . 

Whoever you are, you can show respect. Attitudes are 

important. With the wrong attitude, nothing is possible. With 

the right attitude, all things are possible . 
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What I am saying, of course, is that the challenge is 

big enough for.:;veryon~ to have a piece of it. The challenge 

belongs to the men who make our laws and set the standards--

in the Federal government, in the states, cities, and towns. 

It belongs to the private organizations and institutions that 

make up our free society. It belongs to all those individuals 

who in their day-to-day actions and ittitudcs oct the tone for 

our society and create the dominant atmosphere which determines 

whether this nation moves forward or stands still. 

** ***** .. ** ** 
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I . . ··-- . ...... I I'd like :low to speak about the second great problem ... ·..;;..,~{ ....--,.7 • 

I ' ·. I 

to end the war in Vietnam and then to ·coomit ourselves ful l y 

h "'"' ~'7 ~~-~ to an attack on what is literally the biggest ~orr~~ in the 
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world -- the need to do away with war before war does away with man. 

There are only three ways for ending the war in Vietnam. 

One is simply for us just to pick up and go home --
1 
I 
I 

'-y ithout re
1
ppe ct to or regard for the consequences of unilateral 

I I 
4 ithdrawaf. There is no question in my mind that a pullout of this 

I 
J 

lund would not create peace but instead would lead to one of the worst 

blood baths in history. The stage would be set for chaos or the 

attempt at takeover in Indo-China and elsewhere in Asia. ThP -

end result would not be peace but a larger war . 

So I do not believe in walking away from Vietnam or in 

any unilateral pullout. 

A second way -- to my mind just as irresponsible as the 
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I 
f l rst way--is by trying to end the ••r by using all the force 

a1 our co~~and in the utter destruction of North Vietnam. 

Tl is might errd•war in Vietnam but it would lead to a wider 

I 
I 

wl r in Asia and probably in the world. Nothing could be 

more hideous or irresponsible than the decision to use total 

force in Vietnam regardless of consequences. 

v Let me tell you why. 

The United States has pledged itself to preventing the 

defeat of the South Vietnam government . The Soviet Union and 

Communist China ::are each committed, for different reasons, 

to preventing the defeat of North Vietnam. Therefore, any 

attempt to go all the way in Vietnam--tl!1J either side--will 

vrithout question bring the major powers in direct conflict 

• .,'-· _ .. _., .. ·. 
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I 

k ith each other . 

What does this leave? It leaves only one rational and 

esponsible alternative and this is to end the war through 

~ . . . --
~rgotlatlo~s . 

\ 
I 

Na~urally, negotiations will be difficult. They may be 
I 

\ 
PljOlonged. ', Attempts will be made to achieve through delaying 

I 
i 

tactics or obstructionism what could not be won on the battle I 
I 
I 
I 

fie,ld. 

Yet, with all its difficulties and drawbacks, I believe 

there is no rational choice before us except to proceed .with 

negotiations as the only responsibl e way to end the war. 
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The hazards of exhaustion around the negotiating table 

may be great but they are not nearly so great as the pain of dying 

.. : . 
or the pain of hot lead in a human body or the pain of being homeless 

;·n your 
! 

own country. 
i 

I I don't think we should enter negotiations in a mood of 
I 
i 
\ 

fatigue, defeat, or despair . We ought to approach the negotiations 

I \ 
w\ith deter~ination and a spirit of thanks giving for the opportunity 

I 
! 

t<1 save lives and with the energy to see the talks through to a 

successful conclusion. 

One of the great difficulties, of course, in negotiatiO!lS . .J.s 

that, according to present plans,no. third party will be at the table - -

/ 

a third party who can insist on fixed rules for discussion and debate, who 

can rule out irrelevant or obstructionist proposals or tactics, 

and who can insist. that both parties stick to the essential 

,·• . 
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purpose of the meetin~s. 

The need for an objective third party is one of the central 

lessons we have learned from human experience. We accept the 

/ and 
. importance of ~~ex need for this p~inciple in almost everything 

we do--all the way from labor-industry arbitration to courts 

of law. 

I believeltherefore)that we should pr6pose in good faith 

6~ 
to North Vietnam government tha t a third party be called into 

1\ 

the negotiations and be given a reasonable degree of authority 

to keep track . The obvious choice would seem to 

be Secretary- General U Thant, of the United Nations . If this 

suggestion is inacceptable, we ought to try to involve a 

. .. ./ ld /' representat~ve of the'~or ~urt. 

The same is true of the choice for a site for the 

negotiations. It wo~ld be one of history's greatest tra;edies 
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if the killing had to go on i~ Vietnam because both sides 

were unable to agree on a J?lace for the talks . Here, t oo, 

-.:. 

I believe we should say that we would be willing to meet at 

a~y 9lace designated by the Secretary- General of the United 

Nat ions. 

The important thing here is to get started on talks and 

stick with i* until we can achieve 
!/' 

our goal of stability, safety, 

and 

I 
I 

I 

l 
self- determination for the people of Vietnam. 

I 
Let us look beyond Vietnam to all the trouble zones ~ 

IJ 

~ throughout the world . 

here is first of all the pe rilous situation in the .i\Iiddle 

East . Large - scale fightin~ has stopped but there is no peac)/ 

I 
between Israel and her Arab neighbors . 
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Tne division of Germany between East and West and the 

existen ce of Berlin as an island--this is too combustible for 

tl:e l:e e, lth of Euro11e or the world_. 

~ 
In Africa, \'Ia-;: or threat of ·uar ~~'1 i n half a dozen 

• 
A ,, .. .~ _..,,_ft ff 

t.>.V'::-~~..,;;..-..,..,.,.;.A.,o 

Now one fa ct rises above all these hi ghly ~~l'e""'S~ 

situations . 

That fact is that no single nation is strong enough or 

rich enough or wise enough to act as the world 's policeman. 

The United States could ba nkrupt itself by trying to run all 

v---~ 
ove~ the world .with armed forces and weapon~ a tter:lpti-""8' to 

kee:p the pea ce. 

I believe the time has c ome t o recognize that the world 's 

be-Jr~~ 
!~~~nance for pea ce 

I I . 

.. }-'> fi r,_ 
v .... ~.:.J' ~ 
~~~~ a fully developed United Nations. 
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The biggest single problem in a nuclear age is war. 

Unless we solve the problem of war, there can be only tern-

porary solutions to all other problems. 

I have always believed that the strongest single emphasis in 

1 the foreign policy of the United States should be on the need to bring 

law and the institutions of law to bear on the relations among nations. 

National independence is possible only through world inter-

dependence. 

The effort to substitute law for force in dealings among 

nations is the greatest single challenge in human history. 

I want it to be known now that in everything I do I will 

T tta ch the' highest urgency to peace -- enduring peace with justice. 

\ I ;ill seek peace not just by extolling the virtues of peace 

\ \ 
but by wor'king as hard as I can for the principles of 
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pea ce . 

T h ese principles , I believe, call for the fullest possible 

·."' c 

strengthe ning of the United Nations. 

In fact, I do not believe that the human race will be secure 

until the United Nations has effective and responsible authority - -

have? 

authority to protect nations -- all nations -- against assult 

or outside intervention; 

authority to underwrite the independenc e of nations; 

authority to meet common dangers and advance common needs . 
I 
I 
I 

What alternative do we have? What alternative does anyone 
I 

Armaments by themselves cannot provide security. 

T he United States just by i t self has enough des t ructive powe r 

to d emolis h any enemy or combination of enemies at least fifty 

time s over. 
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The Soviet Union has enough nuclear force at its disposal 

to destroy any of its enemies a dozen or more times over . 
·.:. 

Yet neither nation feels adequately secure. 

The security of our people indeed, the security of all the 

I 

worl 1 s peoples -- depends today not on the accumulation of force 

the control of force. 

Accidents or miscalculations at the command posts could 

bring !untold horror and agony to all those now alive . 
I . . 

That is why we all have to bring ourselves up to date in our 

thinking. 

President Kennedy was absolutely right when he said that 

mankind must put an end to the arms race or the arms race will 

put an end to the human race . 

I want to end the arms race in the only way it can be ended 

-- by giving the United Nations the adequate means for 
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underwriting world security. 

Today, there are more than 12,000 pounds of destructive 

in TNT equivalent -- for every man, woman, 

and child in the world. 

We ~on 1t have 12, 000 pounds of food in reserve for every 
I 

human be~ng--or 12, 000 pocnds of medicine or schoolbooks or 

I 
\ 

\ 
nything flse . 

The world will be out of balance and man will be out of 

joint until we get our values straightened out and put our 

~ain efforts and energies where they ought to be. 

My fellow Americans--most of the problems confronting - .~: 

us are world problems. 

War and peace is a world problem . 

Racial discrimination is a v1orld problem. 

• ... · •., 
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: ~- n cJ too li t·c le food is o. VIO::' ld pro ':J l em . 

Pollv. tj.on of air o. ncl r:a ter and soil is b.::lsicEclly a 

Tbe de -hum~nization of man by his na chines is a world 

problen. 

~e cannot meet these world problems just on 2 Dat~6n~l 

--r.r c c nn O.!~.J.N r.lC c t 

That is why we need a strong United Nations . That is 

v;hy the ma chinery of lav1 and order mi,i.St be built into the 

the United Nations. 

Let me give another exampleo 

After the fighting broke out between Isra el and the 

Arab sta tes last suomer, everyone turned to the United Nat ions . 
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-Everyone always turns to .the United Nations after 

the damage is done. 

~ 

prevent ~~e crisis~ 

/1. 

Let's all turn to it--all peoPle~- ~ 

and give it the res ; onsible and effective means to do the 

.. 
. J•f) >~ t...c"v..- ~-""'J ; 

woric it has to do to deal with the basic causes of ~.::::..~~ 

I recognize all the difficulties in the way of creati~g 

effective world law. 

But there is energy just in the pursuit of grea t i dea s. 

Thereis also a large degree of national security in the 

\ 
definition and pti.rsui t of great goals--no ma tter how seee1ing ly 

The 0orld and everything in it belongs to the r a ce of 

the living. 
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. I pledge 1;iyself to do everything I can to n:ake tt~· e-~ 

a;. 

•:·or ld c onE;en ial for human life and safe for human life 

I pledge 6yself tomrk for the kind of ~orld in whi ch 

it will not be ne cessary for a ~an to kill or b e ~illed • 

.f 
~ .... ~~;...~~ 

Life is sacred . Life is fragile. It cb~ t o be tar.dled 

with care and trea ted with infinite res pect. 

Thes e ~ere t h e ieeas that animated the man ~~ o created 

ti't nation . ~hes e a re the fdeas that can bring peace and 

di g~ity to our world in our time . 
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